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Welcome to our savvy circle project 
with Ambi Pur!
Over the next eight weeks, alongside 5,000 fellow savvy circlers, we’ll have the chance to 

try out Ambi Pur 3volution with a touch of Febreze while we combat ‘noseblindness’ and 

ensure our homes are always guest ready.

Together we will spread the word about Ambi Pur, report and review our experiences, share 

feedback with the brand and most importantly, learn how to make our homes smell gorgeous all 

the time! 

Make sure you keep this booklet safe, with: 

▪ step by step guides

▪ product info

▪ plus interesting facts...

 …it will provide you with all the tools you’ll need to be a fantastic participant in our project.

Here’s to a great eight weeks together!
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So far so good?

Share fi rst impressions of the product on our project blog: 

http://savvycircle.co.uk/ambipur

Email any questions you have to us at: 

ambipur@savvycircle.co.uk, we’ll get back to you right away.

Your Kit
First things fi rst! In week one you’ll receive a Kit, full of interesting information, ideas and triggers 

to help us spread the word about Ambi Pur. Your Kit will include:
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As the eight weeks unfold we will…

Try out… Ambi Pur, along with 5,000 members of the 

savvy circle.

Share opinionShare our opinions… on the project blog as well as 

through three online surveys.

Try out

Help spread the word… amongst friends, family and 

colleagues.

Spread the word

Report… on conversations we’ve had, what our 

experiences have been and the opinions of those we’ve 

shared our Ambi Pur coupons with.

Report

Our savvy circle project 

For you to try out... 

▪  A full-size Ambi Pur 3volution Starter Kit containing a plug in and a Vanilla Latte refill.

▪  A savvy circle insider’s guide.

For you to pass on to friends, family… 

▪ 15x £2 off coupons for the Starter Kit.

▪ 10x £1 off coupons for 3volution refills.

▪ ‘Ask your friends’ product research sheets.

▪  A full-size Ambi Pur 3volution Starter Kit containing a plug in and a Vanilla Latte refill.

▪  A savvy circle insider’s guide.

For you to pass on to friends, family… 

▪ 15x £2 off coupons for the Starter Kit.

▪ 10x £1 off coupons for 3volution refills.

▪ ‘Ask your friends’ product research sheets.

▪ 15x £2 off coupons for the Starter Kit.

▪ 10x £1 off coupons for 3volution refills.

▪ ‘Ask your friends’ product research sheets.
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How it all works

1. Get to know Ambi Pur

Trying to get your house in order for the festive season? Great! That means it’s time for you 

to try out new Ambi Pur 3volution. Simply place the gorgeous Vanilla Latte refi ll into your 

Ambi Pur plug in and get ready for a gorgeously fresh home.

 

Take some time to read the insider and product info in this booklet. Aside from it being a 

great read you’ll become an Ambi Pur expert in no time and fi nd that spreading the word will 

come naturally. 

 

Lastly, don’t forget to take some photos, we want to see the fun you’re having with Ambi 

Pur! Simply visit http://savvycircle.co.uk/ambipur, log into your dashboard and upload 

your photos via the ‘Submit Conversation Report’ tool.

2. Your opinion counts

The people behind the brand are listening and they genuinely want to know what you 

think of Ambi Pur – this is the perfect chance to have your voice heard! 

 

There are three surveys to complete throughout the course of the project:

•  Starter Survey at the beginning of the project

•  Half-Time Survey in the middle of the project

•  Final Survey at the end of the project

The results are fed straight back to the brand; make sure your feedback is included! We’ll 

let you know by email as soon as the surveys are live. 

3. Spread the word

If you like Ambi Pur – then spread the word! 

We plan to:

•  Hold a refi llable coffee morning for our pals and explain all about Ambi Pur refi lls.

•  Educate our pals about ‘noseblindness’ and show them how they can overcome it.

•  Invite pals to stop by anytime to prove how Ambi Pur keeps our home guest ready at all 

times.

•  Pass money off coupons to friends, so they can experience the fresh smell of Ambi Pur 

3volution too.

You’ll probably have lots of ideas of your own too, but there are loads more on pages 

14 - 18 of this booklet. 

Your colleague Your gym 
buddy

Your neighbour

Your friend

Your relative

You
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4. Report on your conversations

We want to share our honest opinions and experiences of the product we’re testing, and the 

Ambi Pur team want to hear them! To gauge just how many people we’re talking to, all partici-

pants in the project team are asked to submit a Conversation Report each time they speak to 

someone about our project.

 

Submitting Conversation Reports is easy: simply go to http://savvycircle.co.uk/ambipur, 

log into your personal dashboard and click ‘Submit Conversation Report’ in the panel on the 

left hand side.

Not sure what to report? Just be honest and share what everyone said, for example whether 

they tried out the product, if they liked it etc. Every report is responded to so you’ll be sure to 

feel supported along the way. 

5. Ask your friends

One of the great things about savvy circle projects is that we get to try out and be 

product researchers for brands we love so it’s easy to get your friends on board too.

Included in your Kit is a book of ‘Ask your friends’ research sheets. Use these to 

simply and easily survey those around you to fi nd out what other people think of Ambi 

Pur 3volution. The combined results will be handed over to the team at Ambi Pur, so 

everyone's opinions really do count. 

 

Once the sheets have been completed and handed back to you, simply log into the 

savvy circle and upload the results via your personal dashboard.

Finding your way around the savvy circle

There has been lots of mention of “your savvy circle dashboard” - here is a step by step 

guide on how to submit Conversation Reports, complete surveys and upload ‘Ask your 

friends’ sheets.

Step 1
Visit https://circle.supersavvyme.co.uk/en/

and access your personal dashboard.

Step 2
Enter your log in details.

Step 3
Once in your dashboard, select and 

click on the appropriate tool from the list 

on the left hand side.

E.g. “Submit Conversation Reports”

Step 4
The tool will open in a new window. From 

here, our on screen instructions will guide 

you through the rest of the process.



INTRODUCING AMBI PUR
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A happy home is a welcoming home, wouldn’t you agree? If you take pride in your abode 

and love to entertain then you’ll want your pad to look and smell great – but, thanks to 

whiffy hidden obstacles, that might be easier said than done.

(n) A nasal condition whereby an individual becomes acclimatised to unpleasant 

odours around them. Often affects people within their homes, leading to guests smelling 

what the homeowner can’t.

Get guest ready! Noseblind

Did you know that we go “noseblind”? Yup, our noses get used to certain scents and become 

immune to them. Meaning that while your house might be immaculately clean and beautifully 

turned out, you might miss the pet hair/tobacco smoke/food smell that your guests get a whiff of 

when they enter. 

We think it’s time we trained ourselves to beat noseblindness. They say it takes 30 days to form 

a habit so let’s change our behaviour, stay alert to bad smells and win the race to get guest 

ready. On your marks, get set, GO!

It’s perfectly possible that our homes have odours that we’re not even aware of, especially if 

we have pets, smoke or love to cook spicy food every evening. And if we are noseblind to bad 

smells, it’s bad news for our guests particularly with Christmas just around the corner.

Luckily there is a treatment for this unfortunate affl iction and it comes in the form of Ambi 

Pur with a touch of Febreze. This handy plug in aims to eliminate unwanted odours and add 

freshness to ensure you’re always guest ready. And the best bit? The scent changes every 45 

minutes so you’ll never go noseblind to the gorgeous scent of Ambi Pur!
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Cosy up with Ambi Pur
At this time of year, you can’t beat cosying up in a coffee shop with a gorgeous vanilla 

latte and sheltering from the cold. The only problem is you’d usually have to go out into 

the cold to get there in the fi rst place!

So you’ve tried all manner of air fresheners to keep your home smelling fresh - want to know why 

Ambi Pur is different?

3 alternating scents for noticeable 
freshness
Our noses get used to smells pretty quickly, meaning 

we stop noticing them. With Ambi Pur with a touch 

of Febreze you’ll experience 3 beautiful fragrances 

that alternate every 45 minutes - keeping the scent 

gorgeously fresh.

Thanks to Ambi Pur you can bring the warm and welcoming atmosphere of your favourite coffee 

shop into the comfort of your own home. The three complementary fragrances of Ambi Pur 

Vanilla Latte capture the aroma of frothy milk and rich vanilla - delish!

The 3volution

More power means more coverage
Sprays can dissipate quickly but with the help of an 

electrical source, the scent released by your Ambi Pur 

plug in is stronger and more robust - meaning more 

effective freshness. On top of this, you can adjust the 

diffuser depending on the intensity of scent you desire.

90 days of freshness
Yup, 3volution lasts longer than a few weeks; in fact each 

refi ll lasts up to 90 days if used 12 hours a day on setting 2.
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How it works
Back in the olden days, air fresheners worked by simply masking unpleasant scents with 

pleasant ones – easy but not very sophisticated. Then, in 1998, the geniuses at Febreze came 

along and made an air freshener that went a step further and neutralised bad odours before 

refreshing the air with a delicious scent. Interested in the science bit? Read on.

What does Ambi Pur with Febreze have that alternatives don’t?
Febreze contains a compound called beta-cyclodextrin. This is an 8-sugar ringed molecule that 

is formed via an enzymatic conversion of starch (honestly? we don’t really know what that means 

but rest assured, the scientists at Ambi Pur do!).

Easy as 1, 2, 3
1.  Imagine cyclodextrin as a sort of donut. When you spray Febreze, the water partially dissolves 

nasty smells and allows them to reform inside the 'hole' of the donut shape (thereby locking the 

odours away). 

2.  As Febreze dries, more and more of the odour is trapped inside the donut, lowering the bad  

odour molecules in the air and banishing whiffs. 

3.  Then, once all nasty smells have been taken care of, it’s time for a deliciously fragrant scent  

(such as Ambi Pur Vanilla Latte) to take its place. Simple-ish!
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We appreciate that was a lot of information to take in. To summarise, the key message to spread 

in our project is:

The message to spread:

“Ambi Pur with a touch of Febreze 
eliminates odours and leaves a 

gorgeously fresh scent which changes 
every 45 minutes, banishing

noseblindness and ensuring your 
home is always guest ready.”



SPREADING THE WORD
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Ideas for spreading the word Refi llable coffee morning
There are loads of ways for you 

to spread the word, and you’ll 

probably have the best ideas 

yourself, so let’s get creative and 

share them on the project blog! 

http://savvycircle.co.uk/ambipur

As you know by now the Ambi Pur plug in is refi llable (and we’ve included some handy 

discount vouchers as part of your Kit so you and your friends can refi ll to your heart’s 

content!) and what better way to spread the word about this than with a refi llable coffee 

morning?

Invite your pals around for a morning of coffee and chats and use the opportunity to let them 

know how easy it is to buy delicious new scents and refi ll your Ambi Pur plug in again and again.

No fi ve minute warning…
Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to invite your pals to stop by whenever 

they’re in the neighbourhood. 

Sounds simple enough, right? But we mean, literally, anytime. So no fi ve-minute warning to wipe 

the surfaces down and spritz your favourite air freshener! We’re confi dent that your gorgeous 

new Ambi Pur plug in will mean your house feels guest ready all the time, so unexpected guests 

will always feel welcome.

Ambi Pur is refi llable and there are all manner of gorgeous fragrances to choose from. You could 

even use your money off coupon to snap up the Spiced Apple christmassy scent so your guests 

get that festive feeling as soon as they step through your door!

It’s the ‘most wonderful time of the year’ after all so stock up on mince pies and coffee and get 

ready to connect with your nearest and dearest.

How to make the perfect 
cuppa coffee

You don’t need a fancy espresso machine, just a 

cafetiere and some freshly ground beans. Check 

out the tips below for the perfect coffee.

1.  Use two rounded dessert spoons of coffee per person – there’s nothing worse than 

weak coffee! 

2.  Use freshly boiled water, if there’s already water in the kettle then pour away and 

start again.

3.  Pour just enough water on to moisten the beans and allow them to absorb the water 

before pouring the rest of the water into the cafetiere.

4.  Replace the plunger (to keep the heat in) and wait four minutes, stir again, plunge 

and pour into warm cups.

Et voila! Delicious coffee that you can refi ll again and again to 

match your yummy refi llable Ambi Pur 3volution.
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In the spirit of all things fragrant why not hold a dinner party and ask each of your friends 

to bring a delicious-smelling dish?

The menu is up to you but aim to change course every 45 minutes, this is the perfect excuse to 

tell your guests how your 3volution plug in switches up its scent every 45 minutes!

Here are some fab ideas for foods that smell good enough to, well, eat:

Over dinner discuss the concept of noseblindness. Share your coupons and explain how Ambi 

Pur 3volution keeps your house deliciously fragrant with three gorgeous complementary scents 

– so you’ll never go noseblind to Ambi Pur.

Bread: Seriously, is there anything better than the 

smell of freshly baked bread? If you’re in charge of 

the starter then kick the evening off with freshly-

baked bruschetta.

Caramalised onions: They start out onion-y then 

turn rich and sweet, mmm. Try a goats cheese 

and caramelised onion tart if you’re doing the main 

course.

Ginger: The sweet, spicy smell of ginger has 

comfort written all over it. Why not make a ginger 

cake for dessert?

Mulled wine: At this time of year there are few 

things better than the rich and warming smell of 

mulled wine - whatever course you’re making, 

serve your guests a glass on arrival.

Come sniff with me…
They say that one woman’s trash is 

another woman’s treasure! What could 

be better than clearing out your old 

clothes, refi lling your wardrobe and 

saving money all at the same time? 

In the spirit of all things refi llable we want 

you to hold a swap shop for your nearest 

and dearest. It’s really simple to do, all you 

need is a bag full of clean clothes that you 

rarely wear (and your scrummy Ambi Pur plug in to make your home guest ready!). Invite your pals 

around and ask them to bring any items from their wardrobe that they are no longer in love with.

The rules:
No swapping until everyone has laid out their offerings – we don’t want it to be a free-for-all!

Include mirrors – your guests will want to check that they look fabulous in their new clobber!

Mix it up – variety is the spice of life. Feel free to bring cool items of the non-wardrobe variety 

too.

Give any leftovers to charity – if there’s anything leftover at the end of the swap shop then 

organise to give it to charity!

Your pals will probably comment on the gorgeous fragrance in your home without 

prompting so you can use the occasion to give out your Ambi Pur money off coupons 

and explain that clothes aren’t the only thing that can be used again and again!

Another woman’s treasure
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Did you know?
Check out these fascinating smell facts below and wow your friends as you discuss new 

Ambi Pur:

1.  Your scent cells are renewed every 28 days, so once a month you literally get a new 

nose.

2.  Your sense of smell accounts for 75-95% of the impact a fl avour has. Without being able to 

smell the difference between onion and potato, it’d be diffi cult to tell them apart.

3.  A woman’s sense of smell is much stronger than a man’s!

4.  Humans can detect up to six million smells, impressive huh? 

Not when you hear that rabbits can detect 100 million 

and dogs 220 million!

5.  According to a recent study, one of the most 

evocative smells from childhood is crayons. A 

survey found that 85% of all people remembered 

their childhood when they caught the smell of wax 

crayons!

Fantastic fragrances
There are a whole host of glorious fragrances available in the 3volution range. Wonde-

ring what refi llable scent to opt for next? Take a look at some of our favourites, below - 

including the one that came in your Kit:

Vanilla Latte: 
Create a welcoming atmosphere with this creamy vanilla scent. 

Inspired by the ambience of your favourite coffee shops, this 

fragrance captures the true aroma of frothy milk and rich vanilla. 

Mmmm.

Spiced Apple: 
This blend of gourmand apple with hints of cinnamon and cloves will 

make your home smell like freshly baked pies hot out of the oven.

Lavender Sensation: 
Looking for a calming fragrance that makes your home smell flower 

fresh? You’ll love this seriously relaxed scent.

Thai Orchid: 
Discover the beauty of Asia with this unique blend of exotic flowers. 

A breath of fresh air in the heart of the UK. 

Frosted Pine: 
Fill your home with this crisp, pine forest fragrance that kindles cosy 

evenings in front of the Christmas tree.
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offers, in addition to enjoying giveaways, attractive coupons for everyday products, free product 

samples, product tests, and much more. 

Members of supersavvyme are often some of the fi rst to learn about new products – which they 

get to try and give an honest opinion of. Just like you’re currently doing in this savvy circle project 

with Ambi Pur. supersavvyme product tests are exciting for members of the savvy circle as well 

as for P&G brand managers and product developers because they present the chance to impro-

ve existing products or develop new ones. 

Whether you’re testing something yourself and gathering feedback, like in this savvy circle 

project with Ambi Pur, or benefi ting from the reviews and recommendations of other participants, 

supersavvyme is the place to go for ideas and inspiration – and for simply rewarding yourself.

Are your friends, family, colleagues or neighbours also interested in new products 

and helpful tips? Tell them about supersavvyme and the chance to: learn about new 

brands as a brand ambassador, contribute to an online community with over one million 

members, share your experiences with others, and influence a reputable brand with your 

opinions. Learn more at: http://www.supersavvyme.co.uk

Member of the savvy circle

Making every day more 
rewarding: supersavvymerewarding: supersavvyme

At supersavvyme we strive to show you ways to make the most out of every moment of 

every day. A place to share ideas, be inspired and treat yourself, our platform offers you a 

wealth of information, tips, products and practical services in the following areas:

• Style & Beauty

• Home & Garden

• Family Life

So now supersavvyme has over 1 million registered members we’ve relaunched our website. As 

a registered user, you can now upload your own product reviews, share interesting articles with 

other mums, get expert advice and benefi t from exclusive

• Food

• Health & Wellbeing

Individual brands and the people who use them are a top priority for P&G. 
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P&G: The company
The Ambi Pur brand is owned by the Procter & Gamble 

company, which happens to own a large “family” of 

brands in the UK.

Whether for cosmetics and shaving, home or health: good 

brand-named products make life a little easier every day. 

Many of the products we trust come from Procter & Gamble. 

Procter & Gamble has been around since 1837, when two 

Europeans, William Procter and James Gamble, founded 

the company in Ohio, USA. Since then, the company’s 175 

year history has been distinguished by its innovations and strong brands. 

Around 4.6 billion times per day, people from all over the world come in contact with Procter & 

Gamble brands. In nine out of ten households there is at least one product from P&G.

 

The brands from P&G are familiar to many people from the media. Procter & Gamble‘s goal is 

to make people’s lives a little more enjoyable – one day at a time. For new product development 

and product enhancements, P&G place high value on sustainability: the company cultivates their 

brands with the following generations in mind, and supports future-orientated and social projects. 

P&G, the company behind 

strong brands

P&G products are known for their quality
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Unpack and explore your Kit

Share photos on the blog

Submit Conversation Reports

Complete our three project surveys:

Week 2: Starter Survey

Week 5: Half-Time Survey

Week 8: Final Survey

Upload ‘Ask your friends’ sheets 

Interact with fellow participants by commenting on the blog

Your project checklist!
Just to recap – here is a checklist some of things you can do over the 

next eight weeks, to make the most of participating in our savvy circle 

project:

CHECKLIST

Say hello to Alex, our contact at Ambi Pur. He’ll be keeping up with the project and can’t wait to 

hear what you have to say about Ambi Pur 3volution. Make sure your opinion is heard! 

Meet our contact at Ambi Pur! 



http://savvycircle.co.uk/ambipur

Your contact for this project:

erin@savvycircle.co.uk
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